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In the last 10 years, interest in polarization has exploded over previous time periods. From 1980 to 1989, 85 papers that referenced polarization as a keyword were published in Optical Engineering. From 1990-1999, this number increased substantially to 1240; 2000-2009 produced 1493 papers. In the 10 years to date, 2010 to 2019, over 2100 papers were published. The growth in the number of papers marks the increasingly diverse areas for devices, sensors, and applications in which polarization plays a primary or supporting role. This special section on polarization reflects that diversity and provides a good review of representative topics in polarization. In the nineteen papers presented here, we see continued improvements in devices, sensors, measurement approaches, and analytical techniques that address ever more real-world and practical applications, from displays to lithography to cancer. Improvements in modeling and analysis range from hybrid polarization and complex beams to optimization and understanding of the Mueller calculus. An examination of this special section will provide the reader a broad overview of polarization and its breadth of impact on the engineering of optical systems.

Included in the nineteen papers are two papers that provide an overview of different aspects of polarization. Kruse et al. describe visualization methods for presenting passive polarimetric images to the user in a meaningful way. It can be difficult to do this effectively and appropriately due to changing scene content. The authors provide recommendations based on the application and nature of the imagery. The second review paper by Iglesias and Feller provides a history of instrumentation for solar spectropolarimetry as well as descriptions of current and future instrumentation for this important field with wide-ranging impact. Improvements in devices and sensors are captured by seven papers. Kramer and Baur describe improved performance in achromatic retarders through the use of new materials. Tauc et al. analyze the impact of reflections on using a polarizer to characterize system performance and discuss their significance for polarimetric instruments. Hagen et al. provide a means for assessing the performance and noise characteristics of microgrid polarization cameras and demonstrate the method on commercially available cameras. Foreman and Goudail show that three common metrics for optimizing other forms of Stokes polarimeters are frequently equivalent. Pamet et al. characterize statistical variations of an infrared active imaging polarimeter and how orthogonality breaking plays a role. Toney et al. describe material alternatives for LiNbO3 waveguides and...
show design, fabrication, and testing of the polarization mode conversion device with higher power capacity than previous materials. Xu et al. model high numerical aperture polarization aberrations in order to improve performance of lithographic projection lenses.

Advancing the understanding of physical exploitation and manipulation of polarization in diffractive optical elements, addressable computer-generated holograms, and amplitude modulators are described in papers by Karpeev et al., Davis et al., and Chen, Zhang, and Zahn. Interesting applications exploiting polarization are presented by Smith, who presents a quantum lidar that uses quantum entanglement in polarization, and by Malik et al., who show that fluorescence polarization may be a viable discriminant for cancer in renal biopsies.

An advancement in understanding experimental Mueller matrices and the nondepolarizing component is given by Ossikovski and Arteaga while Zhdanov et al. develop and demonstrate ray tracing of scenes with anisotropic media.

Finally, two papers advance the understanding of remote sensing and scattering in remote sensing applications. Kupinski et al. improve modeling of scattering of surfaces through the addition of a volume scattering term to produce a Mueller matrix bidirectional reflectance distribution function and, in a separate paper, the same authors demonstrate realistic rendering of scenes of JPL’s GroundMSPI instrument.

Eshelman and Shaw describe and show transformation between three reference frames for sky polarization and demonstrate it in a sunrise-to-sunset sequence of image frames.

Polarization conferences continue to show the diversity shown here and support the new generation of researchers, new approaches to sensors and modeling, and new applications. SPIE has supported polarization conferences since 1988 and continues to in the present year. This year marks the twenty-first year in a row that an SPIE polarization conference has been held. Over the last fifteen years, the polarization conferences have alternated between SPIE symposia with a defense focus at conferences in the even years and with a remote sensing focus in the odd years.

The special section editors would like to thank Karen Klokkevold, Karolyn Labes, and Eric Lochridge at SPIE and with a remote sensing focus in the odd years.
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